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l.INTRODUCTION

l. It is known that an important class of poþomial sequences (p^),r,
occurring in combinatorics and analysis is represented b the sequences ofbinomiql type (B:T.), for which wç have po = l, deg p^ = m andthe followingequalities :

(1 1) ; P,@+v)= äft) p*(u) p,-te)
are identically satisfìed

one can obrain se Tt^g1t]-"" 
inl3ser"m 

.

by using "p;;;*;;;; 
snggenerotingfuncÍions methods and

It is knowr (cf., e.g., A, M. Garsia [2J) that (p,,) is a sequence of B,T. if
and only ifit is defined by a generating relation

(1.2)

where

(1.3)

lô(r)l' - exq(t) = Ë0p,,@;.,

0(Ð=l+art+art2 +..., q(f) =c,t*crt2 +... (c,+0).

sequences of B.T. have remarkable argebraic-combinatorial properties andmany practical applications.
In 1931 the great Romanian mathematician Tiberiu popoviciu [r2l arreadyhad the wonderful idea to indicate a method for constructing linear polyno_mial operators, usefi.rl in constructive theory of functions, by *.ãn, of sequencesof B.T.
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If in the identity (r.l) we set z:;,: and v : | - x, we obtain the identify

(r.4) t 3) pn(x) p,-* (l -;r) = p,(t).
þ=¡ \n/

It suggests the introduction of an operator Tn,, of Tiberiu popoviciu 
[12],

associated tó a function I :10,1] + Ä , by means of the formula

(r s) e,,-r)r') = tå Ð,(-) 
p*G) p,, . t(t- rr r(Ð.

where x e [0, l] and fl = [N, with the assumption: p,,,(I) * 0.

It should be mentioned that, in fact, in front of the above sum he chose the
factor 1 /a,, but it is easy to see that we have a,,,= p,,(l) (we only have to
replace in (1.2) x: r and then to identiff the coefficients of /,, ).

According to a result of riberiu popovici' [r2], found later also by p. sab_
lonnière [16], we have pn(")>0 on [0, ll @=0,1,... ,m) if and only if the
coefficients co from (1.3) are nonnegative. In this case the linear operator ?,, is of
positive type,

It is obvious that in the case of binomial polynomials p,.(x)=e,.(x)=
= x' (r € No ) 4,, reduces to the operator _8,, of Bemstein.

In this paper we shall consider some rnor.e general binomial-type operators
and rve shall study their approximation properties, including the estirnation of the
orders of approximation by means of the fìrst and second moduli of smoothness, as
well as representations of the remainder term in approximation formulas uy ine
TiberiuPopoviciu-typeoperators. :

2. USE O}' UMBRÄL METHODS FOR OBTAINING
BINOMIAL-TYPE POLYNOMIALS

2. The umbral methods are associated with the names of s. pincherle,
E. T. Bell, J. L. w. Jensen, J. I. sylvester, J. F. steffensen, G,-c. Rota, R. Mullin,
S. Roman, A. M. Garsia, and others.

The operators o, considered in 1902by Jensen [6], include the shift opera.tor
.En , defined by (E^ Ð (x) = f (x+ a), the central mean operator þh, defined by

(tn.Ð u, = )lt(, *9 * f(- -91^^the integration operator.

An operator I which commutes with all shift operators is called a shift_
invarianî operator,i.e., TEn = Eo 7..

A special class of omega operators is represented by the theta operoÍor,s e(a term introduced in 1927 by steffensentzlli or dehq ope,atorr,denoted by p(a term suggesred in 1956 by E. B. Hildebrand ¡s1; ana used intensively byG.-C. Rota and his collaborarors ([2], Il t], [14] ana ¡t11;.A theta operator 0 is a shift-invanant operatott þr which 0e1 is a nonzeroconstanl.

e properties of the derivative operator D.
oj, off" 

,or*oro, backward and central
derivative operator Dn = A¡ lh (we con_

sider that Do is the derivative operator D), Another example is represe'ted by the
Abel operator Ao = DEo = E" D, whichin the case p,,(x;a) = x(x - na),-) leads
us to the formula: A" p n (*; a) = nx(x - (n _ l) a), -, .

It should be noted that each theta operator 0 can be expressed as a power
series in the derivative operator (see [24] u"a ¡21;, 

E

g=irrDo (c, *0).
k=l

It is easy to see that: (i) f'or every theta operator we have 0c = 0, where c is a
constant; (ü)if p, isapolynomialof degree n,then0pnisofdegree z_1.

3' A great part of applied mathematics is concerned r,vith the study of various
special polynomials

A sequence of polynomiars (p,) is calred by L M. sheffer [r7] and by Gian-
carlo Rota [l5l and his collaborators, the sequence of basic polynomials þr a theta
operaior 0ifwehave:(i) po(x)=i; (ä) p,(0) = 0 (n>I); iiiii Op, =txp, 1.

These polynomials were callecr by Steffensen [24] poweroicrs, consiciering
that they represent an extension of the mãthematicar ,rotio'orpo*.r, o

The following two resulrs can be easily proved (see tfìl): (i) if (p,) is a
basic sequence of pol;momials for some theta operator, then it is a ts.r.. sequence;
(ii) if (p, ) is a sequence of 8.T,, then it is a basic sequence for a theta operator.

It is easy to show, by induction, that every theta operator has r unique
sequence of basic polynomials associated with jt.

Steffensen l24l was the first who observed that the propérty of the
polynomial sequence e,(x)=xn To be of binomial type can be erìcnded to an
arbit'ary sequence ofbasic polynorniars associated to a theta operator. ,

Here are some illushative exampres: (i) if 0 is the derivaiive operator D, then
p,,,(x) =x"'; (ii) if 0 is the preilerivative operator Dr:h-tAn, thei we alrive
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and we take h: 0, we obtain the Abel-Jensen combinatorial formula

(2.s) (x+y+mþ)^ =ZP\xQ+kþ)k-' (y+(*-k)P)'-0,
;:'o \K )

'We mention that Cheney and Sharma have used in [1] the combinatorial
formulas (2.4) and (2.5) for constructing two Bernstein-type operators P,n and

Q,, depending on the nonnegative parameter B = o@-t ).

3. GENERALIZED BINOMIAL OPERATORS
OF TIBERIU POPOVICIU TYPI

' ,5. Let (p,) be a basic sequence of polynomials for some theta operator. It
follows that it is a B.T. sequence and we can write the identity (1.4).

Assuming fhat p,,(l) * 0, for any z e[N, we define an operator of binomial

typ" TJ,'u, associated to a function f :l0,ll-+ R, by the following formula

(3.1) r],'u (f (t);x=(TJ'õ ÐQ)

= ;' Ð'(Ð P * Q) P 
^ - 

t (t = ." (?r )'
where x e[0, 1] and y and ô are'parameters satisffing the relations: 0< y < ô.

As we have pointed out, we have p,(x)>0 on [0, 1], for j= 0,1,...,m, if
the coefficients co from (1.3) are nomegative.

It is obvious that our operator reproduces the constants, since according to

( 1.4) we have Tl'õ eo = eu.

Now we want to see if we can choose the parameters y and ô such that the

polynomial T]'u f is interpolatory at the endpoints of the interval [0, 1].

It is easily verified that we have

(r,I'u .f )(0) = /l-l--) , (r]'u f ) u, = t( r:l).\m+Ò/ .\m+Ò)

Consequently, if we take y = õ = 0 we can see that the Tiberiu Popoviciu

polynomial Tu,.f =ff'I¡ isinterpolatory inx:0 andx: l, thatis

(3.2) Q*f) (0) = /(0), (r*"f ) (1) = Í(1).

" 1- E-"
atthe factorial power: p,n(x)=x(x-h)' '(x-(m-l)å)' (iii) if 0= E" - o '

then we have p,,(x; Þ,c) = x(x+o+pz'¡i'- t'-"1'

4'TheclassicalTaylorformulacanbeextendedtoarbitrarythetaoperators.
If risashift-invariantoperatorand(p,)isthecorrespondingbasicpoly-

nomial sequence, then we have

I= i !-L-gr , where at =fTp*(x)1,='.
Eo kl

'fhe Taylor expansion formula for a polyno mial Pn,, of degree 
'??' 

is given by
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(2.r) P,n(x +y) = I
k=0
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(00 )lv)
Pr(x),

kl

where 0 is a theta operator with the basic sequenae (p k)'

Examples.If 0 = A-p = E-þ D' then we obtain the Abel basic polynomials

Itt G) -= x(x + kÞ)o-' and the Taylor expansion becomes

(2.2) P,n(x+ù=t"^ü+-'x(x+ kþ)o-''
K =V

If we choose Pr,(*) = x'n , we obtain

(2.3) (x + v)"' = å [Ð x@ + ttB)k 
-' (v - kþ)''- o 

'

which is the Abel classical combinatorial identity'

When we select P,,(x) = x(x + mþ)"- t *t have (00 p^) (y) =

=mÍkl(y+(m-lr)p)'-l and formula (2.2) leads us to the Abel-Jensen combi-

natorial formula

Q.a) Q+.v) (r + v + mþ)^ -' = å $ O. + kþ)k -' v(v + (m - k)B¡n - r -'t'

which can be obtained from (1.1) if we use the following sequence of binomial

ry1e'. P,(¿) = ¡(¡ + nþ)'-t'
If we consider a generalized Vandennonde formula of the following form

(x + v + mþ)tm' 
ht 

= 
þr(Ð 

xQ + tfr - h¡tt' - 
t' nt o + @ - k¡ p¡I' - *' u'
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(3.7)
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In order to study the convergence of the sequence (T:,'õ f ), we also need to

find its value for the monomials e, and er. :

In the case f = et wehave

(rl,'o',) (x) = -+ i L+(*'' p,(l) rï **a ri) P*@) P''-t(1-x) =

= ffi{r,,,r' ¡ 1") + fr (T,,es) (*) = ##,
since in a recent paper 122] it has been proved that T,e, = er . Hence we have

(3.3) Tl;seo=es, (T],'urr)(x)="*1j:'
m+ Ì)

Going oîTo e2(x)= r' we obtain

(rl,'u,,) (x) = #2,(#)' oor*, P,n' t (t : x) =

= . ]- f *' çT,nrr) (x) + 2my (T',,,er) (") + y'].
lm + ò)-

Therefore

(3.4) (Ti,.' rr) (¡) = .-t+* }^vt---!.- 1r,er) (x).' (m+õ)" (m+õ)" (n+b)'

It remains to evaluate (T,,er) (x).

In this sense we mention two results.

The first one was found by the former graduate student of the first author

- C. Manole [9]:

(3,5) (T,,"r)(x)=x' * x(l--r) +x(l- x) ãu,,
m

where

(3.6) on, =!:J¡l- p;,t(a') p^-z(l)1,
m

0'being the Pincherle derivative (see, e.g. [11]) of the theta opefator 0, for which

(p,, ) is a basic sequence.

The second result has been recently obtained by P' Sablonnière [16]

. , x(l-x) .r,-r(l)
)=xt +Yb,,, b,=l+(m-l)-;

m P'' \l) '

the sequence (4,, ) being generated by the expansion

(3.8) h"(tl srh(t) = tor,,r-r;.

If we take into account (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5)-(3.6) or (3,7)-(3.8) we can
state

Trmon¡u 3.1.If f eCf\,ll and

(3'9) 
,)\r-o* =0, or 

JT- ** = o,n'Pu,\l)

then the sequence of polynomials of binomial type (f].61), where 0<y <ô,
conyerges to thefunctionf, uniþrmly on the interval10,11.

For proving it, we have to take into account the fact that the relations (3.3),
(3.4) and (3.5)-(3.6), or (3,7)-(3.E) and the assumption (3.9) pennit us to make
use of the convergence criterion of Bohman-Korovkin.

4. EVÁ,LUATION OF THE ORDERS OF A"PROXIMÄTION

6. Now we shall evaluate the order of approxirnation of a ftinction

f eCl},1l by rneans ofthe operator Ç, ofTiberiu Popoviciu.

For this pulpose we can use two inequalities, which can be seen in IL H.
Gonska and J. Meier [3], for the evaluation of the orders of approxirnation by
using the first and second order moduli of smoothness o¡ and {ù2 .

If we approximaTe f eC[0,1] by means of T,f , we obtain

l"f e)-(7,,.f )t"ll<[l *!r,,((t-x)2;")lrr(,f;ô.¡. ô e [R,.
L Ò- -I

By using the relations T,€0 = e0,T,,e, = et ãDd (3.5)-(3.6), we get

I Í @) - (r,Ðr'll= 
[t-Få +4 (t+ ma,,)]co, (/; a;.

If we choose ô =
x(I - x)

(A > 0), we obtain
m

I _f Q) _ (r,,f),"1 l. 
[, 

. T)*, f;A
x(l - r)

m
(7,, et) (x

This inequality pemits us to see thaf T,,f is interpolatory at r : 0 ancl x - I
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Now we oan state

THEoREM 4.1, If f eC[0,1] and we approxímate f by T,,f , then we con

give the following estimation of the order of approximation, by meãns of the first
order modtilus of continuily

8 9: On Approximation by Binomial Operators

5. A BINOMIAL TYPE OPERATOR DEPENDING
ON FOUR PARAMETERS

175

In the case of Bernstein polynomials we have a,, = 0 and this inequality

re<luces to an inequality of Tiberiu Popoviciu [3], but with the coefficient !
4

obtained by G. G. Lorentz in his book [7].

7. if we use the second order modulus oi smoothncss, we obtain

I -f (x) - r,,, "f ) (x)l 
= :lt-. # r,, ((î -"1', 

" 
)] co z (./ ; ô),

or, more explicitly,

8. If we consider the basic polynomials of binomial type pï.þ (*) =
= x(x+u+nB)I' l'-'rÌ, depending on two nonnegative parameteïs, we can write
the identity

, (*\
)' I I x(x+o+/rp)tk-t'-"ty(!+o.+(m_ 'Ðp)t,,-¡, cl 

=lo\k)

= (x + y) (x + y + a. + mþ)ln' - t' -al 
.

If we set | = 7- x we obtain

(s 1) 
å 

(Ð -rr+cr+frB¡rt-',-oì(l-r) (1 - x + a + (m- k)p)t^-r-k,-or -

= (1+ ü, + mB¡Im-t'-at .

By starting from this equality we can construct a linear positive operator
Qi'þ'''u , depending on four parameters, defined, for any function f eCl0,l], by
the formula

(s.2) (Qi,,þ,r,u,f)(x)=toøï,:oo'Ð r(#), '

where 0<ySô and

(5.3) (l+g+ mþ)t,-r,-").qd,f;çx)=

In the case û, = T = ô = 0 it reduces to an operator e,, of Cheney_Shanna

[1],whilefor B=T =ô=0 oneobtainsanoperator,sfi of D,D, stancu[rg.l.

Since in rhe points x:0 and x: I we have t(;^), respecrively

t(#)' we can see that the polynomial

(s,4) (eï,'r,-f)(")=Ë qï,,,fur¡r(Ð

llf -r*Íll< tn

5m
-+-a44

x(l - x)Bychoosing õ=l (A > 0), we obtain
m

t"fG)-r,,,f) (x)t= 
;[, 

-* r!Ì

lf G) - r,,.f ) (x)1. jlt - +]

(l+ a^) c,:, ("f ; ô).

úJ2 f; .r(1- .r)

m

If we take into account that on [0, 1] we have -r(1-r)<1 and u,e select
4

A:2, we can state

THEoREM 4.2. By using the second order modulrc of smoothness u,e can
write the inequality ff) rU + a + kp¡tr -'' -or (1 - r) (t - Ì + cx + (m - k¡ B¡t,, 

- - t -,1

llf -r,,,ftt<f fl +ma,)a,

Since in the case of Bemstein polynomial we have e,, = 0, we anive at an
inequality of the form

ll.f - B,,,lllsC ar( ¡,*),\ Jml
1'1

where C = a = \6875, fhis value of the constant C was obtained in another way
t6

in [a].
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has the property that

Qi,'þ Ð(0) =/(0), (Qi'þ Í) (1) = "f 
(1).

Hence, it is expected that the approximation formula

(5.s) f @) = Qi'þ "Ð 1x) + (R,,1'pl) (;r)

has the degree of exactness equal with one'

According to the identity (5.1), we can see that

(5.6) Ql,'þ'''u to = nu'

In the case et(x) = -x we have

(s.7) (gï,'þ.'.ur,)(x)= ;*.#(QÏ.'þn,)(r),
In accordance with (5.3) and (5.4), we can write

(1+ a + *þ)I^-''-"t (8i'' r,) (x) =

= f o l'ì ","+cr+kB)l¿-''-"1(l-x)(l-rú+cr, 
+(m-k)P)r' r-t'-cl -

7,n\k)

By taking into account the identities (5.8) and (5.10), rve obtain QT,'þ t, = u,

Consequently, the degree of exactness of fonnula (5.5) is indeed one.

Iiwe replace this result in (5.7), we find that

(5.11) (Qï,'þ'''un,)(x)= ##:"*I+
In the case of the monomial er(x) = x2 we have

(eï,'þ','u rr) (x) = -l -, f t 
2 +2myx + m2 (Qi'F e)Q\.

lm+ ò)-

10 11 On Approxirnation by Binomial Operators 177

Next we can write

(QT,'þ ur)(")= :þ,1

-:ä(f 
-¡x(x+a 

+W)to- -"r11-x)(1-.r'+cr +(m-l,)B)t'- -t' -ot =L t'

k k(k-t)
-+-'mm føi,'),a> 

= ){8ï,* ",) 
(x) +

u x(;r + a + kp)tu -'' -"ì (1 - x) (l - -r +.G + (m -fr ) P)t' 
- I - k' -c i

If we change the index of summation k-l = 7, we obtain

(5.s) (l+cr+ mþ)t^-''-"t(8i'þu,)(x)=

= "'F' l'- ì lï+cx, +p+;B¡tr'-'r(1-x) (l-x+ (m-l- ¡¡p¡tn-z- 
i'-at'-^f,\ i.J'"

Now we consider an extension to factorial powers, with incremenÍ h, of an

Abel cornbinatorial formula

, (n\
(s.e) (u+v +nþ)t''" = 

þo[i),r+ 
ftB)tt'rr vQ + (n- k) P - ¡¡r'-t - t'n]'

If wereplacehere n =m-l,h=-cr,Lt=x+a+p and v=1-x' wcobtain

(s. l0) (1+cr+ mþ)l^- r'-al -

(;r+a+B+/cB;tt'-at(1-x) (1-x+ (m-1. k)P)l' 2' k' cl

**-'"'f. (' -.\ (x + cr + 2þ + ¡B¡ti 
*t'-"1 (1 - x + û, + (n - 2-.i) B)t' 

- 3 i' -a) 
.

m /-:=o\ J )

If we take into account (5.6) and (5.11) and if we use again the extensiou io

factorial powers of the Abel combinatorial fotmula, we Çan apply the Bohman-

Korovkin convergence criterion and we can state

TneOrutr 5.1. If f eCl\,l] and the patameters a and þ are nonnegative

and depend on m such that a=a(m)-+o,mþ(m)-)0, when n1-l@, then we

hcue

lim g''o't a 

-f -- Í '

m-

k-
1ì

)

I

lr

I

i

ii

I

i

m+@

n-l t\
)

m-
T k

uniformly on the interval10,ll

6. AN INTEGRAL REPRESTINTATION OF TIIE RDMAINDER

rN THE APPROXTMATION FORMULLBY Qa'þ

8. Since the degree of exactness of the approximation formula (5.5) is one,

we can apply the Peano theorem in order tç find an.integral representatio¡ of the

rcmainder tetm.k =0
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We can state

TFß6REM 6.1. Let x be anyfixed point ln [0, 1]' If f eCzl0.l), then the

remainder oJ'formula (5.5) can be represented under the following integral Jbrm
I

(6 l) (R,î'rt,f ) (r) = j c";'þ (t; x) f " (r) dt ,

0

where the Peano kernel GT,'þ it defined by the formula

l-.s- I I
In the case , .l;,xl we obtatn

(6.s) Gï,'þ (t;x) = x - t Z qT,'.|,Q)
k
--tmt)s

and when I e x
m

we get

nt k
--tm

Gi,'þ (t;x) = - Z qT,'.Ï f*¡

GT,'tt (r;x) = (Rff'oq, ) (/), (P
., (/) lx-1+lx-tI,

2 f ;-t ;l
Whcn 1 €l L, ! lU, s) we have

l- m m)the operator acting on 9,Q) as a.function of x'

W-e shaii derive an expiicit formula fol the Peano kernei'

By starting from the equation Gï,þ (t;x) = - 7. qï,',1,A¡

(R,î'Pq, ) (r) = (, - ¡). - Ë
k=o

(6.2) qT,'l,Q)
Since the degree of exactness of formula (5.5) is one, by replacirlg in it

f (r) = x - t, lhe corresponding remainder vanishes and we obtain

we shall be able to deduce an explicit expression for Gff'0'

We can state

l'rrþoRÈM 6.2. Assuming that,, uflj, t-ltt= ,<^), the Peano kernel" L m m)'

Gfi'ß " coryesponding to the operator Qfr'þ , can he represented as follows"

x-t=iqï,,1v¡ qi'l,tr) l¿-l *t" q
\m / t-i

T;lt"l
k=0

Consequently, if .r e
,s ,¿l un¿ ,.[ml L

j -1, j
we have

m m m

lr-Ll ,¡\m/
l¿l
I x--l tJ
\m/

l¿-l ,f
\m ,/

l¿-l ,t
\m/

,-l¡-! ¡1
rcl rlI m m) G;þ (t;"1 = -ä qï;,1, O¡(, - Ð,k =0

-Z qT,'.lQ) (l<7<s-1)
k=0
s- I

,.( s-1

-¡X
m l-Z qT;.|,r*>

while for / e
s-1

-tX
m

we obtain
(6.3) ci'þ $;x¡=

k=0

-Z qï,'.la>
Gi'þ (t ;) = -"t qT;,|, @(, - U)

9. We can also deduce a Cauchy type form for the remainder of the

approximation formula (5' 5)'

THEOREM 6.3. If .f .C'10,I), the remainder of the approximationformula

(5.5) can be represented under theform

(6.6) (Ri,'þ.f)ro=irnï,',u,r)(*).f"(E), 0<€<1.

m

-L qT,,fu*> (s < j <m).

Proof. Since x e

we can write

[t - 
t 

, 
al, ir*. assume tt'rat r =[2r1,lm m) Lm

¿-l ttrT<s-r),
m)

(6 4) Gi,'þ (t; x) = x - t - \ q'i'.|, Q)
k
-- t
mk>j



(6.7) Gi'þÐ@)=l"(E) Gfi'P (t; x) dt, ( e 0, l).

By inserting Í = ez in the approximation formula

Í (x) = (gi'þ f) e) + f " (E) i ofu (t ; x) dt,
0

we obtain
I

! oX', e ; x) dt = ).rr' - 
(eï,'þ,,) (¿)l = )t ni, þ n,) {r).

0-

If we replace this result in (6.7), we anive just to formula (6.6),

Since the polynomial Qi'þ f is interpolatoryat both ènds of [0, l], it is clear

that (Rfi'þ er) (x) contains the factor x(x - 1).

In the case I = 0 we find

(Rino¡=# +fft,,{E),
given in [20] for the remainder of the approximation fÒrmula by the operator

S" = Qi,'o , introduced in I 968 in the papers I I 8] and [19] of the first author.
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Proof. From (6,3) it is easy to see that the function y = GT,.þ (x) represents a

polygonal continuous line situated beneath the x-axis, Consequently, we can apply
the mean value theorem to the integral occurring in (6.1) and we obtain
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